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Crabs as enemies of Snakes.

Writing of Sikkim in 1877 {Stray Feathers, v, 382) of the changes
taking place in the status of animal and plant species due to the spread
of cultivation and other human influences, J. A.. Gammie says: —

'Snakes, on the other hand, are getting more abundant year by
year, but their greatest enemy, the land crab, is scarcer, which may
account for the increase. Crabs do not thrive in the grassy jungles

which have taken the place of the forest trees, but snakes do, the

latter thus gaining a double chance of multiplying.

It is amusing" to watch a crab trying to draw a snake that has
partly got into its hole. He catches it by one "hand" quite close to

the hole and holds it tight till it yields a little, when he clutches it

in front with the other, and so on, till the snake either yields altogether

or breaks. Usually the crab has to be satisfied with the tail-end on
which he makes a hearty meal, tearing it in pieces and handing the

morsels into its out-of-the-way mouth in a very ludicrous manner.
Those with an unfortunate —for themselves —prejudice against snakes
may think that snake-killing is the particular mission of the crab to

the warmer slopes of the Himalayas ; but I hope, and believe, that it

has a better part to play in the economy of nature than that of des-

troying our many charming species of harmless snakes.'

Field Rats and Seeding Bamboos.
'A marked instance of how rapidly animals increase in numbers

under extra favourable circumstances occurred' in Sikkim in 1867-68

when one of the small hill bamboos flowered and seeded simultaneously

all over Sikkim, as is its habit to do about once in five and twenty

years. The increase in the number of rats, caused by the extra amount
of food, was something marvellous. The seeds yielded by the large

masses of bamboos were more than sufficient food for them, and as

long as they lasted, the increase went on at an alarming pace. When,
that food-supply ceased they descended in such legions on the maize

fields that on every cornstalk, almost, might have been seen several

rats. After the remnant of the corn crop had been harvested, the

legions of rats diminished as suddenly as they had increased. So-

rapid, at these times, are both the increase and decrease that the

natives have the idea that they come up the river beds from the plains

to eat the bamboo seed, and afterwards take their departure by the

same route .; .

:—J. A. Gammie, Stray Feathers, v, 386^


